word's triumph over image, modernity's triumph over medievalism, and Protestantism's victory over Catholicism. The Protestant emphasis on "scripture alone" produced a "relentless biblical empiricism" that turned biblical study into a science based on evidence taken from variant readings to establish the earliest and most accurate biblical text. This new critical approach produced the Revised Version (1881-1885) and provoked the first modern controversy between conservatives and liberals over the liberals' textual conclusions and their theological implications.
When work began in 1937 on the Revised Standard Version, conservatives charged the translation committee with questioning the truth of biblical history. This battle reached fever pitch in the 1950s when the National Council of Churches assumed sponsorship of the revision project and the translation committee substituted "young woman" for "virgin" in Isaiah 7:14. In response, conservative translators who believed that the Scriptures were "inerrant in the autographs" undertook a translation of their own, the New International Version. Ironically, then, when scholars on the left and right could no longer agree on the text's empirical evidence, both sides turned to extra-biblical means of establishing the authority of the text: the National Council of Churches and the National Association of Evangelicals, which were poor substitutes for the more robust ecclesiastical authority of the Middle Ages.
Thuesen laments this impasse and admits his (and Frei's) quixotic longing for precritical times when the biblical text was taken at face value and the Christian imagination was enlivened by the power of the biblical narrative instead of "plunging fellow pilgrims into discordance with the Scriptures." Thuesen's own fine study leaves him and his readers little hope that such will be the case any time soon. (1907) , which brought the first national publicity to the Ozarks. Wright spent a summer in the region just ahead of the railroad, and, like many other local color writers from the period, mourned the loss of tranquil community life that he deemed would follow modernization. Tourists arrived in southwest Missouri first by train and then by car, seeking the Arcadian scenes and accompanying hillbillies that he described in his fanciful tale. Local residents and then moneyed outsiders capitalized on the novel by naming everything from boating companies and restaurants to geographic sites after characters in the novel. One elderly man, reputedly the basis for a fictional character, spent his twilight years holding forth to tourists on the porch of the post office. Wright not only "brought the area its first recognition," the authors agree, but he helped "define the area geographically, culturally, and economically." Before the tourists arrived, Ozark residents pursued hardscrabble subsistence agriculture based largely on open-range grazing. The railroads made cotton a marketable crop and created markets for railroad ties and timbering. Soon, however, midwesterners traveled by rail to see Marble Cave, to hunt in exclusivegame parks, to go float fishing down a river, and, of course, to relive the "simpler life" depicted in Wright's novel. After 1913, the railroads along with the state and federal governments built a series of hydroelectric dams, after which the area was promoted as lake country.
The authors, both archivists, document in fine detail the influence of Wright's novel and the increasingly sophisticated capitalization of it by outside investors. Organized thematically (around evidence) rather than chronologically, the study describes the growth of Marble Cave, game parks, and float-fishing franchises.
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Because of that organization, the railroad arrives three times before the chapter describing its boost to tourism, which dulls the impact of the economic argument. The authors also do not describe the political forces behind damming the rivers, nor do they talk about the effect of this dramatic environmental change on agriculture or local people. Still, there is much of interest here to scholars of tourism, particularly the tourism of the southern Appalachians. "Whether engaging myth or stereotype, the forces of commercial tourism-consciously or not-have cultivated an image for the Ozarks," the authors conclude, "superimposed upon the blueprint of the fiction of Harold Bell Wright." With a generous collection of sixty-two photographs and illustrations, this attractive book deserves both popular and scholarly audiences.
Margaret Settled by Native American hunter-gatherers almost eight thousand yearsago, the landscape of the Smokies is the product of a distinct human ecology. Prehistoric Indians and their Cherokee descendants altered and shaped the natural environment through hunting, gathering, horticulture, and anthropogenic fire. Subsistence agriculture and livestock grazing practiced by white settlers, who arrived as early as the 1790s, further impacted the landscape, giving the mountain forests and valleys a pastoral, parklike appearance. The arrival of large-scale timber and pulp companies around the turn of the century, however, brought dramatic environmental change to the region: By the mid-1920s the Smokies had lost almost "two-thirds of its original forest cover." Ironically, the railroads constructed to serve those early timber interests also brought scenery-loving tourists interested in preserving wilderness. In 1899, the Appalachian National Parks Association was formed to advocate the development of a national park in the southern Appalachian region. Twenty-seven years later, President Calvin Coolidge signed the bill to create the Great Smoky Mountains National Park. That began the long and tumultuous process of inventing and restoring the Smoky Mountains as a wilderness park. Not only did park advocates and administrators purchase and appropriate "the holdings of eighteen unwilling timber and mining companies and the homesteads of more than 1100 small landowners" but they also reshaped and developed
